
SCALAR ENERGY PENDANT
The  CONVERGENCE  of  two  identical  electromagnetic  frequencies  (EMF)  from  two  opposite 
direction produces Scalar Energy.

The CONVERGENCE of the free movements of this EMF keeps them in one place; Scalar Energy is  
stationary energy.

The CONVERGENCE of Scalar Energy provides the health benefits when one comes close to it

1920’s Einstein referred to Scalar Energy

  
Nikola Tesla - 50 years later able to demonstrate the existence of Scalar Energy

  
Mid 1800‘s Scalar Energy Propose By

James Clerk Maxwell

  
Scalar Energy Pendant is infused with Special Japanese Volcanic Lava containing over 70 natural 
minerals, Natural Cosmic Energy Minerals, processed under extreme temperatures before it is 
coagulated  to  form bio-ceramics  under  low temperature  treatment.  Scalar  Energy  Pendant 
conserves its natural cosmic energy through its highly permeable and synergetic properties. 
Inwardly, it biologically improves cell permeability, and outwardly, it enhances the bio-electric 
field of the body. 

Scalar Energy Pendant has high resonant properties which release natural cosmic energy bearing 
wavelengths  measuring  4u  – 12u,  correlating  with  the  human  body’s  wavelength  of  9.8u  – 



10u(Bio-Electric Field) at a temperature of 36 -37 degree Celsius, with permeation strength of 
13cm to 15cm.

HEALTH BENEFITS OF SCALAR PENDANTS

• Reduces inflammation

• Promotes unclamping of cells

• Enhances circulation

• Enhances immune and endocrine systems

• Has the ability to destroy viruses and bacteria

• Enhances cellular nutrition and detoxification

• Enhances cellular permeability

• Increases energy

• Helps to protect DNA from damage



• Helps to retard the aging process

• Helps to fight cancer cells

• Strengthens the body’s bio-field

• Preventing electro-magnetic waves from affecting one’s health

• Increases focus and concentration

• Protects from EMF radiation from mobile and computers (AKA EMF EMR EMP)

• Heals Strengthens and Protects Mind Body and Soul

• Balances and Enhances the Biophysical Energy Field

• Promotes Mental Clarity Focus and Concentration

• Promotes A Sense of Balance And Centeredness

• Promotes Feelings of Love Joy Peace and Happiness

• Increases your sexual performance

• Helps You Become Relaxed Harmonious Peaceful and Calm

• Neutralizes Disharmonious or Negative Energies

• Clears Negative Energies of Cosmic or Telluric Origin

EFFECTS OF NEGATIVE IONS

1.Direct effects of Negative ion on human health



Activate  cells: through  cell  membrane,  it  promote  exchange  of  calcium and  natrium inside  and  outside 

membrane, and keep cell's activity.

Blood purification: through cell's activity, it promote cell metabolism, and excreted hazardous waste and 
toxic substances from body.

Resume fatigue: eliminate illness factors, quickly recover physical strength.

Stabilize  botanic  nerve  system: influence  botanic  nerve  system  to  obtain  rirritable  abilitity,  adjust 
function of botanic nerve system.

Strengthen resistance capacity to disease: stabilize emotion, increase C-Ball globins content, improve 
quantity and quality of leukin, and boost leukin's phagocytic function to the bacteria.

Restrain tumour cell growing: influence the composition and distribution of charged particles in blood, 
and increase cell's activity.

Absorb and shield electromagnetic radiation. Improve allergic physique: adjust the balance of botanic 
nerve system, strengthen the resistance to allergen material.

2.The main performance of negative ion for human body

The influences for nervous system: enhance pallium function and brain activity, excite nerve, improve work 

efficiency, and improve sleep quality. Negative ion also can strength the intensity of oxidation process of brain 

tissue, and help brain tissue to obtain much oxygen. Influences to cardiovascular system: negative ion has 

obvious  effects  to  vascular  expansion,  restrain  cholesterol  content  of  serum,  purify  blood,  avoid  lipid 

depositing on vascular wall, improve blood circulation, relieve artery vasospasm, and achieve to maintain 

steady blood pressure.

Negative ion has big benefits for improving cardiac function and myocardial nutrition, and is good for the 
rehabilitation of hypertension and vascular diseases patients.

Influences to blood system: studies proved that negative ion has function to slow blood and extend 
clotting  time,  increase  the  oxygen content  in  blood,  and thus  is  beneficial  to  oxygen transmission, 
absorption and utilization.

To improve NK activity to damage cancer cell; restrain the happening and transfer of cancer cell.



To restrain colorless leukotriene that could cause allergy and angry state, could be used in beauty and 
skin treatment. For example, skin burns can be quickly cured by negative ion. Negative ion also has 
analgesic effect.

To prevent artery probation or peroxide lipid of liver, too much ions may cause oxidation of axunge, quick 
oxidation of axunge will accelerate body aging.

Remove skin waste, increase activity of the skin, has significant effect for beauty.

From above we can conclude that negative ion is closely related to human's all systems, that is, human 
health, therefore it is will play a obvious role in human health.

HOW TO USE SCALAR ENERGY PENDANT

  
Place Scalar Pendant at each of the four corners of your bed to create an energy field. 
This energy field can help to energise you while you sleep. You’ll sleep better and wake up feeling 
fresher.

  
Wear Scalar Pendant whole night for a good and uninterrupted sleep

  
Scalar Pendant acts as an energy accessory that helps improve blood circulation and energy levels 
for a healthier you.

  



Wear Scalar Pendant over the neck for general health purpose

  
Place Scalar Pendant underneath your skin care bottle to help break down the molecules of the 
ingredients for better absorption.

  
Leave Scalar Pendant in your refrigerator to lower the temperature and keep food fresher longer. 
You can save electricity

  
Place Scalar Pendant over the abdomen to reduce stomach ache and period pain

  
Place Scalar Pendant underneath your Juice bottles to energize it.

  
Place Scalar Pendant at the bottom or near a glass of water for 15 min. to energize it before drinking

  



Use Scalar Pendant to ease joint pain

  
Use Scalar Pendant to ease back pain

  
Place Scalar Pendant over the forehead, or gently rub the sides the pendant along the top of your 
eyebrows to reduce headache and for relaxation

SOME TESTIMONIALS

  
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (F.A.Q.)

1. What is the pendant made of? 

A. Quantum Pendant is made from natural volcanic minerals.



2. Does energy reduces from broken pendant? 
A. No, same energy is produced from broken pendant.

3. How is the Scalar-Pendant going to help me? 
A. You will feel more energetic, more focused, be less prone to suffer from headaches and can better  
cope with stress. Any aches and pains should gradually disappear.

4. Should I wear the Scalar-Pendant all the time? 
A. Yes. Even during bath you can wear it, water will not affect the effectiveness of the pendant. In fact 
Scalar Energy reacts best with water. Some people are concern when the pendant gets wet. The concern 
here is not the pendant but rather the string/cord. We advise that you carefully remove the pendant 
before showering so that the string/cord do not frail quickly from the wetness and therefore, would last  
longer. If you are wearing the pendant with a metal chain then this is not an issue.

5. How soon will I have to wait before experiencing any effects? 
A. Some respond within a few hours while others may require up to a month to register its effects. If 
there is still no effect after a month, removing it for a week is sometimes the best way to monitor how it  
has been of benefit.

6. Will it ever run out? 
A. No, it will last a lifetime. It also does not require any maintenance.

7. What can I do if wearing the Scalar-Pendant did not help to reduce the pain of the affected part? 
A. You can try rubbing the Scalar-Pendant directly over the painful area.

8. What are the side effects of using the pendant/bracelet?
A. Some users have experienced skin rashes or feeling tired for a short period of time. This is called  
"healing crisis". This happens when our body tries to dispose toxins at a faster rate than our body can 
cope with. This often happens during detoxification and when cleansing takes place within our body. It  
also happens when our body is trying to heal itself to achieve a good state of health, and in the process, 
the symptoms of healing crisis can be dramatic and unpleasant. A healing crisis  can result from any 
holistic/natural therapy such as homeopathy, naturopathy, improved diet, and or  using the Quantum 
Pendant.

9. How do I energize the water? 
A. By placing Scalar-Pendant underneath a glass or a bottle of water for at least 15 minutes.

10. What are the benefits of drinking energized water?
A. It is the same as the benefits of wearing the Scalar-Pendant and the effects last 4-24 hours depending  
on the individual's energy level. The water has a fresher and more pleasant taste. Some have applied the 
energized water to the skin for chronic skin diseases. Others have used it on their hair to promote hair  
growth.



11. What is the difference between alkaline water and energized Scalar-Pendant water? 
A. Many have mistakenly believed that making the body less acidic via alkaline water is healthy! This can  
cause pH imbalance, bone problems and organ damage if not careful. Safest way is fruits and vegetables 
and your body balances the pH itself through natural processing of these healthy foods. Drinking water is 
safer when neutral pH, as it is in its natural state. For more information, read Harvey Diamond’s "Fit for 
Life" book. Scalar-Pendant does not tamper with the natural safe pH of energized healing water. If nature 
wanted us to drink alkaline water, then water would be alkaline. Keep in mind that water is of neutral 
pH.

12. Where is the proof of these benefits? 
A. Now a days, people are addict of the mobile, which receives the electro-magnetic waves all the time, 
which also make bad effect on our nervous system. If we have the mobile in our pocket on in hand, due 
the electro-magnetic waves we laps with our balance and energy. While if you wear the Quantum FOCE 
Pendant then it will impact positively on your system. 

13. How does it prevent jet lags? 
A. Wetter liquids – more ability for the body organs to absorb water, increased ‘hydration’ locked within 
the natural molecular structure are thousands of molecular clusters. The body organs can hydrate and 
absorb the liquid more easily. In addition, the surface tension of the water has been removed (bio film)  
which adds to the hydration effect. Increased oxygen potential  – Increasing oxygen in the blood cells 
increases energy levels. The natural molecular structure locks in the oxygen and other gases within the 
liquid into quantum suspension. These gases cannot evaporate, as they are part of the liquid. This in turn 
allows the bodies DNA to absorb oxygen at much higher levels than can be found in other liquids.

14. How is it used to lock the chlorinated water? 
A. While chlorine is a wonderful bio-side, it has also been shown to destroy life. Fish and plants cannot 
live with it. If your supply of water contains chlorine then one can simply stand a bottle of chlorinated  
water over the pendant or authenticity card. The new molecular structure of the water will remove the 
smell taste and odour of chlorine. Yet the chlorine is still effective but in this case the fish can live and  
plants will grow.

15. How does the energy transfer to the water using Scalar-Pendant? 
A.  The pendant  energy  resonates  into  the  liquid  where  it  ‘picks  up’ the  resonance.  The resonance 
generated is similar to that which is found in the earth surrounding many healing spring waters of the 
world. Much research is now focused on this fact as 70% of our bodies are made of water and it is  
important to nourish the body with the correct molecular structured water.

16. Is the pendant magnetic? 
A. NO, it is non-magnetic


